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remainder of the dynasty. The combination is found on a gold coin of the year 1073—LM.Cat., No. 1153—but the mint-name occurs alone op rupees as late as 1102—see Coin No. 1552, A noteworthy piece is the Ujain rupee, belonging to Mr. Nelson Wright, on which the usual reverse formula of Aurangzeb is replaced by the words ^jju (j-jia., not unlike the djL» u^ of Aurangzeb's copper Issues, The square copper coin of this emperor is the first one published.
No nisars of Ujain are known.
There is a fine Ujain rupee of the claimant A£zam Shah in the Lucknow Museum.
I do not think that the later Mughal issues merit any special mention. Rupees are known of the emperors from Shah *Alam I to Shah £Alam II except Shah Jahan II and Ahmad Shah, while gold coins of Shah 6Alam I, Farrukjisiyar, Shah Jahan II, and Muhammad Shah have been found. In the reign of Ahmad Shih, Ujain came into the possession of Sindhia, whose capital it remained till a.d. 1810* The rupees struck in the name of Shah 'Alain II can only by courtesy be termed Mughal coins.
UJAINPUR.   See UJAIN,
AHSANABAD  (GULBARGA)   e»U Lat, 17° 18'       Long. 76° 54'
g.       '         s.	a
Aurangzeb        1 (Ahsanahfid)        1 (Ah?anaMd)	—
1 (Gulbarga)	1 (Gulbarga)	—
Ahsanabacl—known   later as  Kulbarga  or   Gulbarga—was the
•	capital of the Bahmanl dynasty of the Dakhan in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries of our Era, On the decay of .that dynasty it became
part of the cAdil Shahl kingdom of Bljapur,   It was taken by Prince
Aurangzeb in a.h. 1067, but was not effectually occupied by the
Mughals till 1098,   Coin No. 1829 is dated 1098,-81 R., and is one
of the first issues of the mint, under the name Gulbarga, while
No, 1498 is a .similar gold piece of Aurangzeb dated 1105, 40 E.
At Bahawalpur I found Gulbarga mohars of dates from 1098, '31 E,
*	to 1111,44 E.   From 1115 to the end of the reign, the Bahmanl name
of the town was revived on both gold and silver coins.
Mr. Eodgers published a Gulbarga copper coin of Aurangzelx Earn. Bakbsh issued rupees from this mint-town with both its

